A Promised Land- Barack
Obama
“Barack Obama tells the story of
his improbable, describing in
strikingly personal detail both his
political education and the
landmark moments of the first
term of his historic presidency--a time of
dramatic transformation and turmoil."
Greenlights-Matthew
McConaughey
"Drawing on the Academy
Award-winning actor's journals
and diaries from the last 40
years- uniquely McConaughey
approach to achieving success
and satisfaction"-- Provided by publisher.
Modern Quilt Bible- Elizabeth
Betts
Learn how to create modern
quilts with the Modern Quilt Bible
the ultimate guide to patchwork
and quilting techniques. Author of
Beginner's Guide to Quilting Liz Betts explains
over 100 techniques.
This Time Next year We’ll Be
laughing- Jacqueline Winspear
This Time Next Year We'll Be
Laughing is the story of a
childhood in the English
countryside, of working class
indomitability and family secrets,
of artistic inspiration and the price
of memory"-- Provided by publisher.
Whistles in the Woods-Vol.1- Lloyd Palmer
A collection of current and historical
photographs and topological maps of local
railways in Oregon's Central Coast Range in
Benton and Lincoln counties and the timber
harvest areas that the railroads served as well as
essays on the logging companies involved.

Clanlands: whisky, warfare and a
Scottish Adventure
By Sam Heughan
Join Outlander’s Sam and Graham
on a road trip with a difference,
as two Scotsmen explore a land
of raw beauty, poetry, feuding, music, history,
and warfare.

Divided we fall: America’s Secession…- David
French
"David French examines the depths of the
American ideological divide, diagnoses its core
causes, and provides a hopeful path forward.
Polarization. Tribalization. Division. Some look at
the growing political tension in our nation and
call it a "cold civil war."
Greyboy: Finding Blackness in a White WorldCole Brown
Greyboy: Finding Blackness in a White World asks
an important question: What is Blackness? It also
provides the answer: Much more than you
thought, dammit. Digging into the places, in
youth, a greyboy’s difference is most acutely felt.
The Best of Me- David Sedaris
The American humorist, author, and radio
contributor shares his most memorable work in a
collection of stories and essays that feature him
shopping for rare taxidermy, hitchhiking with a
quadriplegic, and hand-feeding a carnivorous bird.

Thread Painting a Garden Quilt- Joyce Hughes
"Contains information on the supplies and
techniques needed for creating a threadpainted Block of the Month quilt. Also includes
step-by-step instructions and templates for
completing each block"-- Provided by publisher.

The Last Days of John Lennon by James
Patterson
"John Lennon was one of the world's most
influential people by the end of 1980, the
Beatles had broken up and John Lennon had
spent in search of his true identity: singer,
songwriter, activist, burn out. Enriched by
exclusive interviews with Lennon’s friends and associates, The
Last Days of John Lennon is the thrilling true story of two men
who changed history.

Tis’ the Season for Reading Books!
A Good Book and Hot Cocoa or tea..

